
 
 

Jessica Bell DESIGN PROJECT AGREEMENT 

 
This contract is by and between PUBLISHER NAME, henceforth known as “Publisher,” 
and Jessica Bell, registered under the name of Jessica C. Bell in Athens, Greece, 
henceforth known as “Designer,” for the purposes of coming to terms on the book 
cover design of BOOK TITLE, henceforth known as the “Book Cover.” 
 
This Agreement is set forth on DATE, YEAR. 
 

I. Grant of Rights 
 
The Publisher grants the Designer the right to include, in small print, the 
following on the imprint page of digital releases, and the back cover of all hard 
copy formats: Cover Design by Jessica Bell. 
 
The Publisher grants the Designer the right to use the completed cover for 
advertising purposes and to resell any rejected sample designs. The Designer grants 
the Publisher the right to share and redistribute the completed cover in any medium 
or format. 
 
If the Publisher would like the ability to adapt — remix, transform, and build upon 
the material for any purpose, even commercially — a permissions fee of €300 (Three 
hundred Euros) must be paid. In this case, the complete (or incomplete) layered 
Photoshop files will be supplied along with an Attributions License. See a sample 
Attributions License here. 
 
By signing this contract, the Publisher agrees to the Designer’s Terms and 
Conditions as outlined on jessicabelldesign.com. 
 

II. The Project 
 
The Designer is obligated to provide the Publisher with the following within the 
agreed time frame upon receiving a completed Client Questionnaire accompanied by a 
50% deposit (See Section III. Payment): 
 

1. 1 x eBook cover design in JPEG  
2. 1 x paperback cover in PDF 
3. 1 x 3D mock-up in PNG (with transparent background) 
4. An unlimited time to discuss ideas via written correspondence. This includes the 

Designer providing three mock covers, designed with low-resolution watermarked 
images for the Publisher to choose from, based on a concept that has been 
discussed. 

5. Up to two image downloads via Adobestock.com (or other stock site). The cost of any 
extras will be added to the Publisher’s bill at 5 Euros per image at the time of 
project completion. 

6. Three rounds of revisions. 
 

III. Payment 
 
Cost: €400 (Four hundred Euros) 
 
The Publisher agrees to pay a 50% deposit to begin the Book Cover, and the 
outstanding 50% upon completion. Any extra costs incurred during the making of the 
cover will be added to the second bill. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/nl4b633sz8ah3ty/Jessica%20Bell%20Design%20Attribution%20License%20SAMPLE.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/nl4b633sz8ah3ty/Jessica%20Bell%20Design%20Attribution%20License%20SAMPLE.pdf?dl=0
https://www.jessicabelldesign.com/terms-conditions/
https://www.jessicabelldesign.com/terms-conditions/


 
If the Publisher wishes to terminate the Book Cover before completion, the deposit 
will not be refunded, nor will the design files in their current state be handed 
over to the Publisher. 
 

IV. Collaboration 
 
The Publisher agrees to deliver all relevant information in the Client 
Questionnaire regarding the Book Cover before the Designer begins work. If the 
Publisher does not provide the Designer with instructions regarding their vision 
for the Book Cover, the Designer reserves the right to have creative control. The 
Publisher retains the right to review the Book Cover during its various design 
stages, have final approval of the Book Cover’s content, and offer any suggestions 
or bring up any concerns. 
 
Upon the Publisher’s approval of the look and feel of the Book Cover, the Designer 
agrees to provide a maximum of three rounds of revisions. If extra work is needed 
beyond what is outlined in Section II. The Project, the Publisher is required to 
pay 30 Euros per extra hour spent on the project. The Designer agrees to do the 
work to the best of her ability to avoid requiring extra time. The only foreseeable 
reason for this to happen would be if the Publisher is indecisive and/or 
disagreeable without logical reason. 
 

V. Indemnification 
 
The Designer agrees that she is the sole creator of the Book Cover and has the 
right to use all images sourced from Adobestock.com (or other stock site) for the 
purpose of the Book Cover. 
 
The Publisher indemnifies and holds harmless the Designer against any and all 
claims, actions, demands, etc. arising from the use of the Book Cover. This 
includes, but is not limited to, actions involving using copyrighted images that 
the Publisher may have provided without the artist’s consent. 
 

VI. Project Completion 
 
The Designer will provide the final files of the Book Cover no later than the 
agreed date expressed in writing, unless unforeseeable events occur, through no 
fault of the Designer, that may delay production. These events include, but are not 
limited to, crimes against the Designer and labour strikes. 
 
If the Designer fails to provide the Book Cover within one month after the agreed 
deadline, the Publisher may, at the Publisher’s option, by written notice to the 
Designer, terminate this Agreement and receive a full refund. In such event no 
damages, suits, actions, or proceedings shall be claimed, instituted or maintained 
by the Publisher against the Designer. 
 
This Project Agreement is subject to the laws and regulations of Greece. Signed: 
 
 
 
  _  _____________________ 
 
Publisher Printed Name  Publisher Signature 
 
 

Jessica Bell    
  _ ______________________ 
 
Designer Name  Designer Signature 
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